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Listing ID: 40552282

$699,900
5 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, 7.8 acres
Single Family

8721 HIGHWAY 522, Golden Valley,
Ontario, P0H1N0

Welcome to your potential dream
property!!! Enter this secluded piece of
paradise through the beautifully crafted
gates and arrive in one of the many parking
spots. Walk up to the expansive 2400 sq ft,
5 bed, 2 bath home with attached 2 car
garage that rests peacefully on a gorgeous
7.8 Acre lot and feel invited in. Enjoy the
tranquility and sense of security here while
being favoured with the surrounding
wilderness and abundant wildlife that
frequently visit this property. I've been told
there have been up to 35 deer that come to
visit during the winter months. Stepping
inside the home you'll fall in love with the
extensive, open concept design in the
living/dining/kitchen room area including
the warm wood finishes and rustic charm.
There is plenty of space to snuggle up
beside the cozy wood stove and delight in
the fellowship among family and friends.
All new appliances throughout. Do you
want plenty of garage or shop space? Well,
you've got it! There is an attached 2 car
garage with lots of space to putter around in
and if that doesn't satisfy your interest then
head out to the massive 30' X 60' shop
which allows for many uses or just simply
for storing all your recreational toys you'll
want to have for exploring the surrounding
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crown land and lakes nearby. Don't let me
forget the in-law capability this property has
with the separate entrance and parking area
to the 2nd floor above the garage.
Possibilities are endless here. Don't miss the
incredible opportunity and book your
showing today! You wont be disappointed!
(id:50245)
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